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Hello, I'm Bob Erwin, and I will be narrating this session on export documents prepaired by my
colleague Dimitris Kloussiadis .

In the first part of Session 12, we discussed sales‐related export paperwork. Now we will consider
the documents associated with shipping… compliance …. and product origin.

This and all Export‐U mini‐courses have been developed by the International Trade Center of the
University of Georgia SBDC, in close cooperation with the U.S. Export Assistance Center, in Atlanta.
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After making an export sale, you must actually ship the products to your overseas customer.
And, shipping has its own unique set of paperwork.
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Image: https://pixabay.com/en/poseidon-marine-the-sea-deep-sea-1426660/

Here are 5 most common shipping documents.
We will consider each of these in the following slides.
But, before we do so, it’s worth re-stating that every detail in these documents must
precisely match the information in the sales documents you have already created.
Otherwise, all sorts of bad things can happen...
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SHIPPERS LETTER OF

Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/landscape-sunrise-hills-summer-1115428/

The first of these is the Shipper’s Letter of Instruction. This is basically a detailed
-CLICKlist of instructions to your freight forwarder, including a checklist of all the things he
must take care of…
-CLICKIt is supported by a Power of Attorney or an Authorizing Letter. These signed forms
give him the authority to act on your behalf while arranging the logistics
services….You also need to …
-CLICKattach a copy of the Purchase Order, the Pro-forma invoice, and the Commercial
Invoice, …….. and if you are being paid by letter of credit, you also need to attach a
copy of that.
-click twice-
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Tells precisely what you’re shipping:
seller, buyer, shipper, invoice number, date of shipment,
mode of transport, carrier, itemized quantity,
description, package type (box, crate,
drum, carton), number of packages,
net and gross weight & dimensions
(standard & metric)…
WOW!

Gives handling instructions to
shippers, customs, customers
Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/plane-aircraft-jet-airbase-airport-170272/

A Packing List must also accompany your shipment.
-CLICKIt describes in very precise detail exactly what you are shipping and all of its
physical characteristics.
And, while I won’t read them all,
-CLICKhere’s a partial list …..The packing list also gives…
-CLICKhandling instructions to everyone who will touch the goods, including the, shippers,
customs authorities, and even your customer.
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Required for all air shipments
Shipper-specific (USPS, Fed-Ex, etc.)
Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/airplane-cargo-airman-marshalling-566257/

If you’re shipping by air,
-CLICKyou’ll also need an Airway Bill.
-CLICK-CLICKEvery air carrier has its own form, and many of these are available online from the
U.S. Postal Service, FedEx, UPS, DHL, or the airline.
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Contract between you and the
steamship line
Straight: deliver to consignee
Negotiable: goods can be sold in transit
Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/sea-sailing-vessel-ocean-sunset-1101168/

If you're shipping by sea, you'll need an Ocean Bill of Lading…..Basically, this
serves the same function as an airway bill. It is…
-CLICKa contract between you and the steamship line.... There are two basic types:
-CLICKA Straight Bill of Lading says that the goods must be delivered to a specific end
customer without fail.
(Here, your customer is referred to here as the consignee, in shipping lingo.)
-CLICKA Negotiable Bill of Lading, on the other hand, means that you can sell the goods
while they are in transit, so the consignee can actually change.
This is sometimes used for large bulk shipments of commodities like wood or oil,
which can be bought and sold several times while on the ocean.
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Export Documents

The Automatic Export System, or AES, is basically
-CLICKA free online system of filing for US exports. It is operated by the U.S. Customs
Service.… It’s also…
-CLICKthe most common American export control document. AES filings are….
-CLICK –
required for all export shipments over $2,500, and ….…
-CLICKfor shipments to US territories abroad, like Puerto Rico, and the US Virgin Islands.
-CLICKHere is what the AES online screen looks like.
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Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_dog#/media/File:WI_Police_Dog.jpg

When the shipping paperwork is complete, you may still need to file documents
proving that you are compliance with various rules and regulations, both here and
overseas.
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1. Export control
licenses
2. Destination control
statements
3. APHIS certificates
(agricultural stuff)
Image: Soviet bureaucracy, all over the web, no copyright listing.

Export control and compliance is huge subject……. But at the risk of being overly
simplistic, there are just three main types of compliance documents. These are..
-CLICKExport control licenses
-CLICKDestination control statements that need to be inserted within your shipping
documents, and…
-CLICKAPHIS inspection certificates for agricultural products.…
We will consider each of these separately.
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permission to export specific

products
(and quantities)

to specific

countries
companies
people

Your overseas
customer may
need a license
like this.

Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/sea-sailing-vessel-boot-ship-701079/

Two of the most frequent questions we hear from new exporters are: “Do I need a
government license to export?” …and…
“Will my products be subject to any sort of US government control? ….
Typically, the answer to both questions is simply NO.
Often, we are asked this by people who have exported from other countries, where
such licensing requirements are fairly commonplace. For example,
-CLICKthis fellow in India needs a government license to trade internationally.
However,… US firms do occasionally need government
-CLICKLicenses or permits to export certain products…. or to ship them to
-CLICKspecific countries, companies, or people.
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International Traffic in Arms Regs. (ITAR)
State Department: military technologies

Export Administration Regs. (EAR)
Commerce Department, Bureau of Industry & Security:
"dual use“ technologies (civilian/ military)

Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
Treasury Department: boycotts, sanctions, embargoes
Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/statue-of-liberty-nyc-america-1206404/

There are basically three US government agencies that administer export controls.
-CLICKInternational Traffic in Arms Regulations (commonly referred to as ITAR) are
administered by the State Department. They govern the export of all types of
military weapons and technology.
-CLICKExport Administration Regulations (or “EAR” regulations) are overseen by the
Commerce Department’ Bureau of Industry and Security. They govern products
which are considered potentially “dual-use,”….. in other words products that may
have both civilian and military applications.
And finally….
-CLICKThe Office of Foreign Assets Control (or “OFAC”) oversees all US boycotts,
sanctions and embargos.
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http://www.pmddtc.state.gov/index.html
https://www.bis.doc.gov/

Nuclear
Military
equipment
material
Potentially military “Dual
Use” stuff

Images: All in public domain from Pixibay. nuclear bomb from US Army

You may need an export license if you are shipping things like:
- click military equipment or
- click –
nuclear material,…. both of which are subject to ITAR regulations….And,
- click –
any civilian products with potential military applications, like off-road vehicles, may
be considered as “dual use” items by the government. Such dual-use items are
subject to the EAR regulations.
-clickJust as a side note: At one time, Sony PlayStations were considered dual-use,
since it was thought they could potentially control guided missiles…so be careful…
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Burma
Burundi
Central African Republic
Cuba
Democratic Rep. of Congo
Iran
Iraq

Lebanon
Libya
North Korea
Somalia
Sudan
South Sudan
Syria
Ukraine (Russian-held)

Obviously, you can’t ship your products to members of the so-called "axis of
evil,“…. but some other countries of lesser notoriety also have US trade sanctions
or restrictions.
Here's a partial list of sanctioned countries, as of early 2017.
-clickSanctions are not always across-the-board, and they may be limited to just specific
goods. For example, food an medicine can sometimes be shipped to sanctioned
countries.
Also, the list of these countries is constantly changing, so it’s always prudent when
you uncertain, to check the State Department’s website above, or call the Trade
Information Center at 1-800-USA-trade.
-click- (twice)
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www.treasury.gov/SDN

(Specially Designated Nationals)

Images: All in public domain. Main image: https://pixabay.com/en/havana-cigar-black-and-white-cap-1376099/

Let's face it, there are also some pretty bad folks out there that our government
would prefer you not sell things to. These can be individuals or companies….
They are called
-clickSpecially Designated Nationals, and you can find a current listing on the Treasury
Department's website above.
-click- twice
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“I confirm that the goods will not
be used in ……
nuclear, biological or chemical
weapons, or missiles ….
re-exported or sold to a third
party who is known or suspected
to be involved …..

Says your
customer can’t
re-ship to prohibited
countries, companies or people.

or to any sanctioned entities,
etc., etc.…..”

Images: Background: License from ThinkstockPhotos-511473492. Boy & Cops: https://pixabay.com

Exporters should always insert a destination control statement their commercial
invoices, bills of lading, and airway bills.
The reason? Well, if any of your goods end-up somewhere they shouldn’t, and
violate US sanctions, you are ultimately responsible, even if the goods were reshipped without your knowledge.
And the legal penalties can be quite severe.
-CLICKHere’s a …..
-CLICKsample End User form, with a destination control statement at the bottom.
Now, be aware that simply a adding this statement doesn’t totally absolving you of
blame,... but at least it proves that you told your customer not violate US sanctions.
-CLICKHere’s a closer look at some key points in this statement. Of course, the precise
wording may vary considerably.
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Images: All in public domain from Pixibay.

All images: https://pixabay.com

Before shipment all agricultural products must be inspected by the US Department
of Agriculture’s “Animal and Plant Inspection Service,” which is also known by the
acronym APHIS.
Animals are given a clean bill of health with a certificate like this.
-CLICKFresh food, plants, and plant products (like lumber) must be checked for bug or
bacterial infestation. And, if deemed safe, they are issued what is called a
phytosanitary certificate…. that looks like this.
Without these certificates, your goods may not be allowed into the destination
country.
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Photo: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:A_worker_assembling_a_digital_camera_in_Ningbo.jpg

Origin documents basically certify where a product is from.
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Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/earth-globe-moon-world-planet-1365995/

There are three common types of Origin Documents:
-click• Certificates of Origin
•

Free Trade Agreement….. Certificates of Origin, and

•

Certificates of Free Sale.
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“Wonderwipes” wiper blades
Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/machine-wipers-washing-machine-1180854/

Certificates of Origin basically prove where a product was manufactured, and
guarantee that you are …….
-CLICKnot making any false claims about it's origin.
This is important, since the
-CLICKimport duty rate your customer pays often depends on where the goods were
produced.
Occasionally, some countries require that their consulate or embassy in the US
must attest to the certificate's authenticity. They typically charge a fee and
-CLICKprovide what is called a consular or visa'd invoice.
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Australia
Bahrain
Canada (NAFTA)
Chile

Costa Rica (CAFTA)

Honduras (CAFTA)

Mexico (NAFTA)

Dominican Rep. (CAFTA)

Israel

Morocco

El Salvador (CAFTA)

Jordan

Peru

Guatemala (CAFTA)

Korea

Singapore

Photo: License from ThinkstockPhotos-487814018

The United States has free trade agreements with quite a few countries. And, often
these reduce the overseas duty rates assessed on goods.
But, to get these reduced rates you must prove that your products were made here.
…. Sometimes, this requires a special Free Trade Agreement Certificate of
Origin,…but not always.
A good way to check if you need one of these special certificates is to call the US
Trade Information Center at 1-800-USA-TRADE.
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CERTIFICATE
OF FREE
SALE
1. Goods freely sold in US
2. Meet US standards
3. No special format
4. Issued by local chamber
5. Few countries require
Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/facial-makeup-woman-girl-model-603161/

Finally, some countries require a Certificate of Free Sale. This form basically states
that products like food, cosmetics, and medical devices are
-CLICKfreely sold in the US, and that they
-CLICKmeet American quality and safety standards. There is
-CLICKno required special format, but these certificates must be……
-clickIssued, signed, and stamped by a local chamber of commerce. …..I should note
that only…
-CLICKa few countries require Certificates of Free Sale, but it’s always a good idea to
check.
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That concludes our second webinar on export documents.
We hope you found it helpful.
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